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ABSTRACT
This study defines the impact the COVID-19 pandemic had on sports public relations at a
professional level. Determining how the COVID-19 pandemic changed sports public relations by
challenging the industry to think more creatively and in what ways organizations would affect
the sports community. This research paper aims to explore how sports publicists and their
organizations reacted to the stoppage of their events during the COVID-19 pandemic, the
eventual return to play without fans, and how this would alter the future of the industry.
Analyzing sports public relations during this time gives new insight into the successes and
failures of sports publicists while they attempted to adapt with an industry bouncing back from
crisis.
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INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH PURPOSE
When the COVID-19 virus was first identified in March of 2020 it pushed society into a
great unknown. Scientists, doctors, politicians, corporate industry leaders, and business moguls
alike could not have foreseen the impacts it would eventually bring. As the virus spread at a
more rapid pace than anything this generation has seen, the world was forced to shut down.
Workers were told to stay home, businesses closed, hospitals filled with people who contracted
the virus, and as people went home to quarantine, it was unclear if the world as we know it
would ever be the same. It soon became evident that society wouldn’t fully recover, and it would
be years before economies would reach pre-pandemic levels of success. All these elements take a
back seat to the people lost to this virus and the healthcare professionals that stepped up to
exceed expectations when they were needed most.
In the 18 months following the initial discovery of COVID-19, society has gone from
quarantining, to wearing masks outside, to creating and implementing vaccines to prevent
spread, and to eventually having the opportunity to be in public without a mask covering. These
were gradual steps, working towards a “new normal” that society needed.
All aspects of life changed, and the sports industry falls into that category. This study will
look at the sports industry from a public relations standpoint, to illustrate and analyze the
changes that were made from March 2020 through September 2021 and how the sports
community was impacted. This was a critical time for society during an international pandemic.
Just like any other industry during this time, sports fought through many transitions that
impacted workers, athletes, venues, and communities. Public relations would become a strategic
factor for the industry during the studied timeframe and we analyze, discuss, and comprehend
this as the industry looks to the future.
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The purpose of this research is to analyze the different ways the COVID-19 pandemic
impacted the sports industry from a public relations standpoint. The COVID-19 pandemic
created several new challenges for sports public relations professionals. This study will go
through what sports PR professionals did to keep the industry popular in the public eye and what
adjustments had to be made, both temporarily and permanently. While the sports industry
struggled financially through the pandemic, PR professionals strived to remain relevant without
events. This research will help the sports PR industry understand what changes were made
during the pandemic and the ways in which the public viewed their teams.
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TOPIC JUSTIFICATION
The sports industry wouldn’t have the public influence it has today without public relations
professionals and the media. Sports has been growing and evolving for centuries into multiple
billion-dollar industries. Each major professional sports league has several teams that are valued
at over a billion dollars by Forbes (Ozanian). These teams bring in revenue, create jobs and
unique cultural opportunities based off their success. Athletes develop large fan followings with
help from media at all levels. All this popularity starts with the public relations professionals
working behind the scenes. These employees help bring positive popularity to the athletes,
venues, and/or organizations they represent. They emphasize a player’s strengths to the media to
allow their popularity to grow. This allows the industry to bring in more money and create
success for everyone involved. For example, each year Forbes ranks the world’s most valuable
sports teams and in 2021 they created their 50-team list. All 50 teams they evaluated were
estimated at a valuation of $2.35 billion or above (Ozanian). Those are impressive numbers
considering the entire industry just finished a year long stretch where COVID-19 caused them to
pause play and then proceed without fans.
The sports industry was able to hold onto popularity, re-establishing revenue and success
during and after a time when business was put on hold. This was manifested by the PR
professionals who continued to uphold the relevance and popularity of clients, even as many
other industries did not have successful bounce backs from COVID-19.
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BACKGROUND
When addressing COVID-19 within the sports industry, before looking at the public relations
side it is important to discuss the circumstances that brought the industry to a pause. By March 3,
2020, the coronavirus had become a popular topic within sports, but nobody could predict the
severity. Organizations and leagues knew it was serious and they had to proceed with caution,
but there was no plan in place to suspend play. At this time, Jason Gay of The Wall Street
Journal wrote “although this situation is serious, it’s also uncharted and speculative, and
goodness knows I’m not an expert on a rapidly shifting global health crisis… but it sure feels
like sports in this country is heading toward some disruption, and a very strange and disjointed
spring may unfold” (Gay). The National Basketball Association (NBA) had expressed no plans
of shutting down just yet, but they did institute a league-wide coronavirus strategy. ESPN
reported the NBA’s precautions included choosing “fist bumps” over “high fives” when
interacting with fans in arenas (Wojnarowski and Lowe). The NBA issued a statement to the
Associated Press saying, "The health and safety of our employees, teams, players and fans is
paramount. We are coordinating with our teams and consulting with the CDC and infectious
disease specialists on the coronavirus and continue to monitor the situation closely" (March 2,
2020).
Just a couple days later March 5, 2020, the first possibility of a sporting event
cancellation occurred. The San Jose Sharks of the NHL were advised by Santa Clara County to
cancel their next game to slow the spread of COVID-19, but they didn’t proceed with caution.
The San Jose Sharks staff decided to ignore this recommendation and continue to play their
game as planned (Bieler). The team said in its statement that its arena, the SAP Center,
“undergoes a rigorous cleaning procedure after each and every event, with particular attention
7

paid to high-traffic, high public-contact areas. … Many areas will receive additional, enhanced
measures throughout the course of events for the foreseeable future.”
On March 12, 2020, the COVID-19 situation started to get serious within the sports world
and the NBA was the league on display nationally. The Golden State Warriors (San Francisco)
elected to play their game later that night without fans in attendance, a precaution yet to be taken
for a sporting event. “From there, NBA’s commissioner Adam Silver elected to have all league
games moving forward to be held without fans. No fans meant no gate or concessions revenue.
That would ultimately cost teams tens of millions of dollars and trickle down to players through
the loss of basketball-related income, as well as team employees and arena workers. But the
situation had reached a point where public health officials were recommending that all large
events be canceled to slow the spread of the virus” (Shelburne). Little did he know that while
these decisions were being made, a player for the Utah Jazz had been tested for COVID-19.
Rudy Gobert tested positive that same night and chaos followed.
Just moments before the Utah game was about to tip-off, word came through that Gobert
had tested positive for COVID-19. The NBA made a quick decision to stop all games as they
were being played, then postponed the season. These were new circumstances that nobody fully
understood at the time, so the safest thing to do was send everyone home. From there all sports
leagues worldwide followed the NBA’s lead and put events on hold. Nobody knew for how long
or what the next steps needed to be. Athletes are constantly travelling from city to city, sharing
locker rooms and gyms. The below diagrams show the concern around a Utah Jazz player testing
positive (Dubin and Wiederkehr). The team had been travelling constantly in the previous two
weeks and could have left traces of COVID-19 in several facilities.
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Over the next two weeks all sporting events were postponed, including the 2020 summer
Olympics which were supposed to take place in Tokyo. All sports were put on hold until the
summer when certain leagues, mainly the NBA, began playing games in empty arenas. The NBA
was only able to continue the season by bringing the full operation to the Disneyworld sports
complex and playing in isolation from the world in what would be nicknamed “The NBA
Bubble.” It wasn’t until September 10, 2020, that fans were able to attend a sporting event again,
when the Kansas City Chiefs played in front of about 16,000 people at their home Arrowhead
Stadium. At that point most teams were working towards bringing fans back and it gradually
happened everywhere. Teams found safe ways to bring in a limited number of fans into venues
and slowly allowed the attendance numbers to grow. On April 5, 2021, over a full year after
COVID caused initial shutdowns, the Texas Rangers became the first team to host a game at full
capacity by allowing over 38,000 fans into their stadium.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
First, we will look at how the industry identifies contagious COVID-19 situations and what
WHO protocols are necessary for live events. We will then look at how these circumstances
changed the industry in both temporary and permanent ways, as well as the financial impact. We
will close this section by studying the ways in which the sports PR industry has changed its
operations due to COVID-19.
Identifying contagious situations for athletes will lead to prevention
With the professional sports world on hold, there were many scenarios to be faced for the
first time. Leagues and venues had to work together to find the proper ways to bring sports back
safely during a pandemic, something few in the industry had prepared for. Nonetheless, from the
moment sports were postponed the biggest questions through the industry were how and when
sports can return to normal. How are athletes and staff able to return to venues and compete in
contact sports in a time when government officials are asking society to social distance from one
another. There are measures that must be taken to weigh the risk that athletes are taking to return
to their jobs. In the study “Perception of the Sports Social Environment After the Development
and Implementation of an Identification Tool for Contagious Risk Situations in Sports During
the COVID-19 Pandemic” researchers José Ramón Lete-Lasa, Rafael Martin-Acero, Javier RicoDiaz, Joaquín Gomez-Varela, and Dan Rio-Rodriguez, created a methodological tool to measure
the level of contagious risk before, during and after sporting events (Lete-Lasa et al. 2). Before
athletes returned to sports this study assisted professionals in measuring the vulnerability athletes
had for COVID-19 and how to slow the spread. The methodology for this tool focuses on all
aspects of a sports lifestyle which includes games, practice, training, and organizational work
(Lete-Lasa et al. 2). The goal of this study was to create and implement contingency protocols to
11

prevent outbreak of COVID-19 through sports. The process was implemented into Spain
professional sports from March 1, 2020-April 14, 2020. Experts in health, sports, and risk
management within the field of sports were consulted in creating this process to determine any
possible variables. The below graph from this study illustrates the process (Lete-Lasa et al. 3).

The tool, which researchers José Ramón Lete-Lasa, Rafael Martin-Acero, Javier RicoDiaz, Joaquín Gomez-Varela, and Dan Rio-Rodriguez call FCOVID-DXTG, tracks the possible
routes of contagion in sports situations by identifying dangerous situations. Variables are
selected as potential contagions by using the below chart (Lete-Lasa et al. 3).
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The second level of detail of the risk matrix describes the specific situations of each
sports specialty. Situations are described related to each of the items in the checklist (Lete-Lasa
et al. 4).
Below is a graph that shows how this study measures a sports related COVID-19
contagious situation (Lete-Lasa et al. 4). Sports related situations can be plugged into this
diagram to analyze if it puts athletes at high risk of contracting COVID-19. A situation is
categorized based off timing (before, during, after, etc.) and measured for risk by Sports
Collective Members Agents using the factors on the right (hygiene, distance, behaviors, etc.).
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From there, the study accounts for all personnel and the different ways in which they
could spread COVID-19 during these situations. The below graph shows what kind of sports
scenarios can be revised to enhance the understanding of what types of precautions need to be
taken. These possible contagious situations are measured again based on timing, then who may
be a part of this scenario (staff, athlete, others) and what type of transmission is being measured
(contact, aerial, ingestion).
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The 58 sports federations with more than 300 specialties studied, declared with the
FCOVID-DXTG methodological process they have learned about measures to prevent contagion
risks in their sport, and they have changed their perception of COVID-19 in their specific sports.
They declared the implementation of the protocols successfully improved overall perception
about preventing coronavirus infection. There was a lack of protocols for avoiding COVID-19
risks before and after sports practice, as well as during sporting activities (Lete-Lasa et al. 6).
The study by José Ramón Lete-Lasa, Rafael Martin-Acero, Javier Rico-Diaz, Joaquín
Gomez-Varela, and Dan Rio-Rodriguez concludes with a safe return to sports being possible
with an in-depth analysis of the risks and contacts of each sports specialty. The problem to be
addressed is framed in the interaction of two determining variables of the situation, the
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possibility of contagion and that sports involves a whole series of situations and behaviors that
require greater precision in the measures for its prevention (Lete-Lasa et al. 8).
José Ramón Lete-Lasa, Rafael Martin-Acero, Javier Rico-Diaz, Joaquín Gomez-Varela,
and Dan Rio-Rodriguez’s study discovered ways in which the spread of COVID-19 in the sports
workplace can be prevented. When the public first became aware of COVID-19 in March 2020,
there was no knowledge as to what needed to be done to eventually bring sports back. This study
gave an early look at the eventual revisions that were made to keep everyone in the sports
industry safe before athletes returned to play later in the year (time of return varied by sport).
WHO protocols are necessary for pandemic sporting events
As COVID-19 spread, governments had to rely on the WHO (World Health Organization)
for guidance on rules and protocols. These protocols rightfully put a hold to sporting events at all
levels. As of March 2020, the questions for everyone involved in the sports industry was, when
can play resume? How long would an absence of events be necessary for everyone’s safety? It
quickly became common knowledge that mass gatherings were likely to spread the virus
(Carmody et al). The WHO needed to determine the risk factor of bringing back mass events and
what changes would need to be made. To assess risk, the WHO had to determine the five key
factors (McCloskey et al. 1096):
•

Will the event be held in a country that has documented active local transmission of
COVID-19 (community spread)?

•

Will the event be held in a single venue or multiple venues/cities/countries?

•

Will the event include international participants (athletes and spectators) from countries
that have documented active local transmission of COVID-19 (community spread)?
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•

Will the event include a significant number of participants (athletes or spectators) at
higher risk of severe COVID-19 disease (eg, people over 65 years of age or people with
underlying health conditions)?

•

Will the event include sports that are considered at higher risk of spread for COVID-19
(eg, contact sports)?

Illustrated in the below figure, for a non-closed door, English Premier League football match,
played in April, the risk is very high, and the match should not proceed regardless of government
policies (Carmody et al.). This graph uses colors to measure risk ratings, with red being very
high to green being very low. In the risk vs. mitigation metric the preparedness and risk of
COVID-19 are measured against each other.
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Found in the below graph, it is shown with proper precaution taken, the risk for an indoor
sporting event is much lower. These precautions included enhanced hygiene, social distancing
where practical, along with the ability to test and contact trace (Carmody et al). This graph uses
colors to measure risk ratings, with red being very high to green being very low. In the risk vs.
mitigation metric the preparedness and risk of COVID-19 are measured against each other.

In conclusion, Sean Carmody, Andrew Murray, Mariya Borodina, Vincent Gouttebarge,
and Andrew Massey in their editorial “When can professional sport recommence safely during
the COVID-19 pandemic? Risk assessment and factors to consider” in vol. 54 of the British
journal of sports medicine, declare the proper precautions were implemented by the WHO and
were justified by lowering the risk of COVID-19 spread during mass gatherings (Carmody et al).
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It shows that society had been doing what is necessary to regain sports and other mass gatherings
that were a norm in the pre-COVID environment.
Moving forward into July of 2020, we analyze the first sporting event to take place after
the initial COVID-19 outbreak. The Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC) decided to hold a
series of fights on Yas Island, Abu Dhabi. For publicity concerns they dubbed this newly
acquired location “Fight Island” and the WHO considered the timing of this event to be “very
high risk” (Hagermann et al). UFC thought they could take proper precautions by isolating the
location to hold an event without fans and decided to move forward as planned. President of
UFC Dana White risked a public relations disaster by allowing these fights to take place. If there
were to be a COVID-19 outbreak at this event (or the days following), then they were at risk of
tarnishing a well-built reputation.
An area of 11.8 km2 on Yas Island was identified to be turned into a virus free ‘safe
zone.’ Within this area there were seven hotels, 29 food and beverage outlets, eight swimming
pools, a golf course, four spas and five gyms. Two weeks before the launch of UFC ‘Fight
Island’, the zone was secured; 1650 local staff went into lockdown and had at least two
nasopharyngeal PCR tests performed prior to the start of the event. Any positive testing staff
were immediately removed from the safe zone (Hagermann et al). This was a major precaution
that needed to be taken along with others. It was important to bring fighters and staff into a safe
area, testing everyone beforehand.
While taking a big risk, UFC showed the world that a sporting event could be held during
a pandemic. The proper precautions were taken and there were no outbreaks on the island. At the
time, it was important to hold this type of event even though the WHO believed it was too soon.
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It brought the sports world much closer to opening arenas around the world and getting back to a
new normal. The diagram below illustrates the full details of UFC’s Fight Island event.
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Sports journalism and broadcasting changed during the pandemic
The media landscape obviously plays a major role in sports communications and public
relations, regardless of the industry. A company’s image and portrayal to the public eye is
partially brought forward by journalism and broadcast media. This created an issue for sports
organizations during the time of COVID-19. With games across the globe postponed and athletes
at home it left the media at a standstill. The media is constantly searching for the next lead and/or
story to work with regarding the team or league they are assigned to by their outlet. With sports,
what happens to these media outlets when the topic they cover goes silent? It creates a major
problem for both; media can’t do their jobs and the sports organizations can’t get any positive
coverage to their fans. Sean Sadri, Nicholas Buzzelli, Patrick Gentile, and Andrew Billings of
The University of Alabama in their research article, Sports Journalism Content When No Sports
Occur: Framing Athletics Amidst the COVID-19 International Pandemic, explain how the
COVID-19 pandemic presented a unique confluence given its scope, lack of a disaster-based
epicenter, and ability to reap havoc across most capitalistic sectors, including sport (Sadri et al.
2). The authors study sports media agendas when athletic competition stopped taking place in
March 2021, to gain an understanding of what projects the sports media worked on when there
was no event coverage. The results of this study showed that while sports were not being played,
sports journalists shifted their writing towards advancing their health expertise, analyzing the
uncertainty in the country’s economic future, and reminiscing over past sports moments.
It's understandable that in a time when sports journalists didn’t have much news to report
to their followers, they do their best to improvise. Learning as much as possible about COVID19 and discovering what it could mean for the sports world is what can be most helpful for the
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industry. This helped the public understand when and how sports were able to return to play in a
dull time in sports history.
Some could argue that analyzing the economy may not be as helpful unless it were to be
directly related to the sports world. Illustrating that sports organizations are struggling while the
industry is on hold could be considered common knowledge. Unless there is a way for the public
to help, it could be implied that this isn’t something in need of high-volumed media coverage. If
an organization was finding creative new ways to interact with their fanbase while bringing in
revenue virtually, that could be something the media would be on board with, because both
sports and their media will always feed off each other. If sports are achieving success, then it
could be argued that sports media will thrive right alongside them.
Recollecting older sports moments and re-analyzing them is a way for media to interact
with fans in a positive nature. It could be important to never forget the critical moments in
history that changed or improved the industry. Therefore, taking a step back and reminiscing
about those moments could be a fun way to keep readers engaged.
COVID-19 also had an impact on the sports broadcast production industry, where
essentially less production staff were able to attend events due to protocols. Once sports returned
without fans, staff attendance also decreased for and this seriously impacted broadcasts. Without
people in attendance, a broadcast is the only way to share these events with the fan base. So, it’s
important that the production level is the same quality as pre-COVID. This objective grew
difficult with many staff members working off-site. COVID-19 forced productions to resort to a
somewhat new production model called REMI (Coche and Lynn. 485). This model was
originally introduced in 1996 by NBC Sports for the Summer Olympics but had been rarely used
because of human error and financial factors. The REMI model in basic terms, allows half of a
22

sports production staff to operate from their studio rather than on-site in the arena or stadium.
Below are two graphs to show the changes from pre-COVID to now with the REMI model.

—Signal flow in the traditional mobile sports production workflow. With technical and
production crews on-site together, the content is captured and packaged (a), then sent to the
network facilities via satellite (b). The networks insert final graphics (c) and pass the signal on
for mass distribution to their TV audiences (d).
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—Signal flow in the REMI (REMote Integration) sports production workflow. The technical crew
is on-site at the event, sending signals back to the network facilities (a). Announcers and other
personnel may be at home, sending additional signals to the network facilities (b). The
production crew, now located in the network facilities (c), combines the incoming signals to
create a finished product that is passed on for mass distribution (d).
REMI also now creates financial flexibility because there are fewer travel fees and
equipment can stay in studio where it is always accessible. The financial issues that stopped
REMI from being used after the 1996 Olympics derived from broadcast rights fees forcing
broadcasts to spend the bare minimum (Coche and Lynn. 487).
With COVID-19 forcing broadcasts to operate virtually, there was a rough patch where
sports broadcasts struggled to adhere to the quality and expectations that they’ve created over the
years. Shlomo Sprung of AwfulAnnouncing.com interviewed five MLB broadcasters about the
2020 season, where they had to call all road games from a studio. Bally Sports Kansas City’s
Ryan Lefebvre, the Royals play-by-play announcer expressed his concerns and frustrations with
24

calling professional games from a television monitor. He illustrated one scenario when a final
out of an inning was made at second base, but he didn’t know if a runner going home had scored
first. He informed the viewers that the run didn’t score only to go to commercial break and
realizing he didn’t receive the right call (Sprung).
Once the issues were worked out with the REMI model it brought significant changes
made for the better. The industry was forced into a change that staff didn’t know they were ready
for, bringing financially sound broadcasts that now meet the quality of the pre-COVID world.
Now, if a viewer turns on their teams’ network to watch the next game, it’s doubtful they find
any indication that half the crew isn’t present at the arena. On February 16, 2020, Robert
O’Connell of The Washington Post wrote, “Technology has helped minimize the issues for
remote broadcasts. Networks have goosed up their talent’s at-home Internet, keeping signals as
clear as possible, and direct video feeds between the play-by-play announcer and analyst help
compensate for the loss of in-person glances and shoulder taps. Constant communication among
directors, producers and camera operators helps get announcers the shots and intel they need. Athome mixing boards let broadcasters manipulate the volume of their partner’s voice or the pipedin crowd noise in their headsets, to best approximate the real thing.” Tim Corrigan, a
coordinating producer for ESPN’s NBA coverage wrote, “When you’re innovating, you learn
things out of necessity, and you realize, ‘Hey, this could be valuable for us moving forward, in
other ways (O’Connell).’”
Therefore, the broadcast industry made a critical adjustment to adapt to a pandemic and
in the long run the industry has improved because of these changes.
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The COVID-19 pandemic financially hurt the sports industry
To understand the impact the COVID-19 pandemic had on sports communications, it is
important to grasp how it changes its business and finances. In Soccer & Society vol. 22, “No
sports, no spectators – no media, no money? the importance of spectators and broadcasting for
professional sports during COVID-19,” Thomas Horky illustrates the financial struggles for
professional sports leagues globally during their initial pause in play that started the week of
March 13, 2020. Horky draws professional sports as “powered by the need for public
presentation… with an essential need for spectators on the front stage (Horky. 97).” Sports
spectators are pivotal to a budget and without fans in attendance many revenue streams slowed.
Once some sports leagues found a way to continue play without spectators in attendance, TV
revenue assisted leagues through the tough period. Although, it was no comparison to the prepandemic way of life for this industry. Below, find two graphs showing the revenue for German
sports leagues the year prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. The below graphs are based off the
2018-19 sports calendar in Germany, showing that the leagues with more spectators in
attendance bring in a significantly higher revenue. For background purposes, European Football
(Soccer) is very popular in Germany and their Bundesliga soccer league draws fans from around
the world (Horky. 98).
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In Soccer & Society vol. 22, “Exploring the sports economic impact of COVID-19 on
professional soccer” digs deeper into the financial hardships, with a focus on the business of
professional soccer (Drewes et al. 125). After the initial waves of COVID-19, many soccer
leagues began playing games behind closed doors without spectators, leaving them without
income from ticket and food sales. Forcing the industry to weigh heavily on TV viewership and
sponsorship deals for scarce income during this time. Since soccer is a sport that is viewed
globally with a wide-ranging fan base, TV/media has always trumped gameday money within
stadiums because of advertisements and licensing rights. This study shows that soccer
differentiated from other sports because of their international following. The graph below
illustrates revenue sources for soccer leagues during their 2019 seasons (Drewes et al. 128).
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This study also concludes that spectators have more of an impact on the result of a game
than they do economically. Drewes believes that spectators come into an arena and impact a
course of a game by chanting and screaming. They can get into the heads of players and referees
alike which was nonexistent during COVID-19.
While we agree with Drewes that fans can change the result of some games, he could be
missing the bigger picture. Spectators bring much more to sports than noise; they bring money
not just into stadiums but also into surrounding local businesses. A business that operates near a
sporting venue thrives off gameday business drawn into their area. The impacts of COVID-19
caused many of these businesses to shut down permanently because they couldn’t survive a year
where people weren’t being drawn into their bars, restaurants, and shops by consistent
professional sporting events. Soccer can be considered an exception in this circumstance because
of its global viewership. Most of the revenue comes from TV and sponsors because this sport is
watched around the world. In America, soccer games from several countries are televised for
fans. In contrast, when it comes to baseball or football, Americans mainly follow our native
leagues.
Looking at the main U.S. professional sports leagues, Justin Birnbaum of Forbes
estimates that the four main sports leagues (NFL, NBA, MLB, NHL) during their two-month
shutdown lost at least $5 billion. This is factoring in lost sales of tickets, concessions,
sponsorships, and TV broadcasts (Birnbaum).
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Note: Data for the NBA and NHL reflects seasons that begin in one calendar year and end in the
next.
On March 6, 2021, Birnbaum wrote in Major Sports Leagues Lost Jaw-Dropping Amount Of
Money that “Bringing fans back is key. Take hockey. The NHL makes almost $1 billon every
year selling national TV and internet streaming rights, but 70% of its profits come from ticket
sales and in-arena purchases during games. In a clear sign of desperation, the league began
putting advertisements on player helmets and sold the naming rights to its temporarily realigned
divisions this year in the hopes of making up some of the shortfall. Even the NFL, which collects
$7.35 billion annually from its media deals, gets 38% of its revenue from stadiums (Birnbaum).”
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COVID-19 changed the way sports PR professionals operate
When the pandemic hit, most businesses needed to adjust and make changes. As most
companies and industries struggled to get by, some improved or expanded. Some may have
found the way they were operating before was no longer wise for employees in today’s world.
During this time of dire circumstances, it was important to adapt for a business landscape to
survive. For sports, it was mainly about getting back to hosting games in front of fans. Although,
from a public relations point of view there were some ways the sports industry would improve
their communications for the future.
Sports PR professionals have always had scheduled games and player availability to
create publicity and excitement for their team or company. Players meet with the media daily if
their teams are amid their season and would casually bring a lot of attention their way for better
or worse. They would also use promotional events with these games to further escalate the
stories they are pitching to media, such as giveaways and post-game fireworks. Before the
pandemic a sports PR professional had a lot of different ways to bring engagement, but then it
came to an abrupt stop.
Savvy public relations professionals have found ways to converse with fans on a breadth
of topics. From great game moments and season predictions to athlete highlights, the potential
for creative content is vast. The conversation is often broad, but rarely deep. Even “behind-thescenes” communications are rarely more than a broader look at an athlete’s public persona
(Kleinmann 588).
Christie Kleinmann’s study in the International Journal of Sport Communication 13.3
“Do We Really Want Sports Public Relations to Return to Normal?” illustrates that many public
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relations professionals took the opportunity to reminisce on past special moments to interact with
fans and claims there were some struggles interacting because it became difficult to create a deep
or meaningful conversation with fans (Kleinmann 589).
Replaying and analyzing past games or moments doesn’t always create that connection
with fans, it’s content that fills the void for the desperate fan looking to watch their team in some
way. Before COVID-19 there was both on-field and off-field PR moments for a team’s personnel
to share. If a team truly felt they needed to connect with their fans during the COVID-19
pandemic the best option would be to virtually find a way to keep their off-field press, such as
community outreach events. With social media more popular than ever, a PR team can start daily
conversations with fans and urge their players to take part. They can reply to as many fans as
they can each day to make the community feel as though their favorite team hasn’t forgotten
about them while they may be home struggling. Social media outreach isn’t a new PR process,
but without games being played it became the most popular way of interaction. For example,
contests can be coordinated for lucky fans to attend a roundtable discussion over Zoom with their
favorite players to create positive publicity online.
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RESEARCH QUESTION
To gain an understanding about sports public relations during the COVID-19 pandemic, we will
look at the PR aspects of the sports industry and how they changed during this timeframe.
Information derived from an employee viewpoint, along with findings from social media post
data will create the hypothesis. We will determine how PR professionals maintained relevance
for their sports clients while events were paused throughout the industry. Additionally, we will
determine if the industry positively impacted their stakeholders and communities during the
beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. Data collected can help the industry understand how they
improved during the pandemic, what they could have done better, and how they can continue to
improve for the future. As such, we are testing the following research questions in this study:
RQ #1: How did the COVID-19 pandemic change public relations within the sports
industry?
RQ #2: Did the sports industry positively impact their communities during the COVID-19
pandemic?
We hypothesize that the COVID-19 pandemic improved future sports public relations by
challenging the industry to think more creatively. We also hypothesize that the sports industries
community impact was only positive when hands-on or financial assistance was utilized.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Population
The data for this study was gathered through Twitter. The criteria for tweets used were
from anybody that tweeted at or about the three professional sports teams being analyzed. If
tweets were commenting on the team’s actions during the timeframe of 3/1/20-9/10/20, then they
were added to the study. This scenario makes the population anybody whose tweets were
relevant to the study. According to Statista, as of April 2021, Twitter global audience was
composed of 38.5 percent of users aged between 25 and 34 years old. The second-largest age
group demographic on the platform was represented by users aged between 35 and 49 years old,
with a share of almost 21 percent. Users aged less than 24 years old were almost the 24 percent
worldwide, while users aged 50 or above accounted for roughly 17 percent. As of January 2021,
38.4 percent of Twitter audiences were female in the United States and male users made up a
share of 61.6 percent (Statista, September 7, 2021).
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*New York Knicks timeframe expanded to 6/3/21 to capture reaction to team playing without
fans.
Sampling Method
The three professional sports teams were chosen because according to Forbes they are
the most valuable sports organizations within the United States. Tracking the most valuable
teams gives this study a wider measurement of sentiment. The three teams are also in separate
leagues, which spaces out the findings across the sports industry. These teams are the Dallas
Cowboys, New York Yankees, and New York Knicks. The timeframe used reflects on a period
in which none of these teams were able to allow fans into their stadiums or arenas due to
COVID-19. A Boolean search was performed within Twitter for each of these teams. The
Boolean searches used are as follows:
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(covid OR coronavirus OR pandemic OR community OR outreach) (to:dallascowboys)
(@dallascowboys) until:2020-09-10 since:2020-03-01
(covid OR coronavirus OR pandemic OR community OR outreach) (to:yankees) (@Yankees)
until:2020-09-10 since:2020-03-01
(covid OR coronavirus OR pandemic OR community OR outreach) (to:nyknicks) (@nyknicks)
until:2021-06-03 since:2020-03-01
Data Collection
Tweets were analyzed through these searches and only included in the data if they were
opinionated and had any sort of sentiment towards the teams’ behavior during this time. The
proper tweets were then compiled together and measured as either positive or negative to identify
the public perception of each team. Below is an example of a positive tweet on the left, followed
by a negative example tweet on the right.
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SOCIAL MEDIA ANALYSIS
We will use Twitter data to analysis public perception of the top three valued
professionals’ sports teams in The United States. Tweets to these teams that were opinionated
about the COVID-19 pandemic were graded as either positive or negative sentiment.
Dallas Cowboys
Statistics: 43 Graded Tweets; 2 positives and 41 negatives
Positive Themes:
•

Owner Jerry Jones pushing for fans to return: Dallas cowboy’s owner Jerry Jones
received mixed feedback from fans on August 12, 2020, when he presented a plan to
allow full capacity at AT&T Stadium.

Negative Themes:
•

Owner Jerry Jones pushing for fans to return: Although some did agree with Jones, many
thought he was putting fans at risk with his full capacity plan. It is a hot button topic that
received support on both sides.
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•

Lack of support for Frontline Workers: Many frontline workers were tweeting at the
Dallas Cowboys asking to help their community, but they did not receive responses. The
only publicly known assistance the Dallas Cowboys provided during the pandemic was
on April 9, 2020, when they announced a “Draft-a-thon” to utilize the 2020 NFL Draft to
raise funds and awareness for The Salvation Army’s COVID-19 relief efforts. While this
was a positive gesture it was a league event that Dallas participated in, rather than
organized.
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•

Not reprimanding a player for throwing a party during the pandemic: On April 11, 2020,
star quarterback Dak Prescott threw himself a birthday party during the pandemic; the
Cowboys were judged for not acting. This came at a time where everyone in the U.S.
should have been quarantining and the Dallas Cowboys captain and quarterback wasn’t
obliging. The Cowboys organization ignored this incident even though it was circling
through the press.

New York Yankees
Statistics: 82 Graded Tweets: 49 positives and 33 negatives
Positive Themes:
•

Honoring Frontline Workers: On July 31st, in one of their first games back (without fans)
the Yankees honored many frontline workers that helped New York through the
pandemic.
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•

Honoring Anthony Causi: On July 19th, the Yankees honored Anthony Causi, a sports
photographer at the New York Post who passed away due to COVID-19.

•

Social Media Videos: The Yankees posted several videos of encouragement during the
pandemic to show support of New Yorkers. These showed the Yankee fans that the
organization was thinking about them during tough times.
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•

New York Yankees COVID-19 Disaster Relief Program: On April 2nd, 2020, the Yankees
started this program to pay their stadium workers while games were on hold. This
showed the public the care and loyalty the Yankee organization has for their employees.
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Negative Themes:
•

Players seen spitting: Once the season began many fans were displeased to see Yankees
players spitting on the field and in the dugout throughout games.

•

Cable Network Discrepancy: While games were played without fans, some had trouble
with accessing YES Network (The Yankee Entertainment and Sports Network). As
streaming becomes more popular, YES Network continues to be unavailable without a
local cable subscription. Games would also be blocked on national stations within the
metropolitan area.

•

President Donald Trump throwing ceremonial first pitch: In July 2020, the Yankees
announced President Donald Trump would be honored by throwing out the ceremonial
first pitch on opening day. This led to fan backlash after many were displeased with his
failures during the pandemic. Eventually, the Yankees withdrew their invitation to the
President.
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•

Tribute video leaves out NYPD: On July 22nd, the Yankees posted a video to social media
honoring first responders that have helped New York during the pandemic. Although,
many noticed they didn’t include the NYPD in their tribute. This left NYPD employees
and supporters upset with the Yankees organization.

•

Refund Policy and Season Ticket Prices: Many were unhappy that during a pandemic the
Yankees organization raised ticket prices for future games. They also didn’t refund any
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money for tickets to cancelled games, but instead gave their fans credit to attend future
games.

New York Knicks
Statistics: 20 Graded Tweets: 7 positives and 13 negatives
Positive Themes:
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•

Fan interaction: Fans responded well to the Knicks interactions on social media, such as
trivia and games that keep them involved with the team.

•

Performance lifting spirits: Knicks fans embraced the team during the pandemic because
of their impressive on-court performance. Many thought the Knicks performance gave
them hope during hard times.
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•

Fan spits on Trae Young: Once 15,000 fans were allowed back in Madison Square
Garden for a Knicks playoff game a fan spit on opposing player Trae Young. As COVID19 makes this more unacceptable than ever, the Knicks organization was praised for
tracking down the fan and banning him from the arena “indefinitely.”

Negative Themes:
•

Mask-less posts: The Knicks Twitter account posted several images of players not
wearing masks in public, or teammates close to each other without masks. Even though
some of these pictures were taken while players were on the court and allowed to play
without masks, the fans thought these images were setting a bad example for the public.
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•

Allowing Fans: February 10, 2020, the Knicks announced they would be allowing fans
(2,000) for the first time since the pandemic started. This could have been seen as a step
in the right direction, but most were upset with the team for putting people at risk in
exchange for selling tickets.
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DATA ANALYSIS

Fan Sentiment
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Dallas Cowboys

New York Yankees
Positive Tweets

New York Knicks

Negative Tweets

*Please be advised, each number in the left column represents 10 tweets.
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Positive Themes
Disaster Relief Program

5%

5%

4%

Honoring Frontline Workers
or Deceased Colleagues

10%

44%

Fan Interaction Content
Holding Fans Accountable

32%

Pushing Fan Return
Game Performance

Negative Themes
Lack of Support for Frontline
Workers/Community/Emplo
yees

12% 2%

Pushing Fan Return

31%
17%
Not Reprimanding Players

17%

21%
Refund or COVID-19 Policies

Poor Social Media Content
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ORAL HISTORY
The viewpoint of a sports public relations professional will assist this analysis. This oral
history is by a Vice President of Communication at The Madison Square Garden Company, who
has been working in PR for 16 years and in the sports industry for the past 12 years. This person
has been employed in the communications department of Madison Square Garden Company
since 2012. Madison Square Garden company owns two professional sports team as well as the
venue of the same name. Additionally, MSG has both an Entertainment company and its own TV
network. MSG Sports’ quarterly results before and during the COVID-19 pandemic show the
financial impacts brought on by the pandemic. As shown in the graphs below, MSG’s revenue
went down 17% from 2018 (pre-pandemic) to 2019 (during pandemic) and has continued to go
down since, explaining that the company is yet to fully financially recover from the COVID-19
pandemic (Madison Square Garden Sports Corporation).
Segment results for the quarters ended June 30, 2019, and 2018 are as follows:

Results for the quarter and year ended June 30, 2020, and 2019 are as follows:

Results for the quarter and year ended June 30, 2021, and 2020 are as follows:
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2020 was by far the strangest year I’ve ever experienced in my 15 plus years working in PR.
Being at a sports and entertainment company, I always anticipated a constant workflow. I recall
myself always saying, “people will never stop going to games, nothing will change that.”
Looking back at that now I can laugh, but for a while there it wasn’t a joking matter. Just when
you think you’ve seen it all a pandemic hit, and everything comes to a stop. Just like that, it all
unfolded in just a few days. I had the same fears as everyone else because we didn’t know
anything about COVID. Every day we heard new information and it would get frustrating. Our
company was forced to lay off almost half of our corporate team and it was just awful. I was
lucky enough to stay and see it through, but what I was doing on the day-to-day was totally
different.
I normally spend my time pitching media stories for any of our entities, but when sports and
concerts were gone indefinitely my team and I had to get more creative. Without any events in
our venues, a lot of work went into what we were televising on the network. We played a lot of
historical Knicks and Rangers games and had some marathons around a specific players’ top
performances. It wasn’t something that got our group excited, but I think we felt like we needed
to give our fans something to fill a void. We also spent a lot of hours with our social media team
developing new ways for fan engagement.
I also took on some research projects, I was tasked with observing other sports teams and
gaining an understanding of their COVID processes and policies. My supervisors wanted to
know what everyone else was doing that may help them get fans back into their arena’s faster. I
really felt like this was the most important thing to any executive in this company, most of my
meetings with them were about how and when we could hold events again, and when those
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events could have people in attendance. I felt as though executives were worried about the big
picture, but anyone at a lower level was just in survival mode, especially after the layoffs.
I think the sports industry only survived because of the fans. The fans love us and when
the Knicks were finally able to play again, we all felt that excitement with them. I think sports
has such an intense following and that’s why we were able to outlast these bad times during the
pandemic, especially those first few months. That doesn’t mean that our business didn’t struggle
financially because we absolutely did. That’s why there were layoffs. We struggled like everyone
else, but our past successes and our following allowed us to hang on and see it through.
When it comes to PR, there were so many ways we’d normally bring in revenue that were
just not an option anymore. We had to find new ways to reach our fans. A lot of that had to do
with social media, but we also tried to help people in new ways. I think most people in this
profession would agree the most important adjustments were the ones that we didn’t have a
choice in the matter. Games weren’t being played and we didn’t know when we’d have fans
again, so, we had no choice but to adjust our PR strategy. It was all about helping our fans get
through this time and keeping them involved with our brand. We wanted to show the public that
we were playing our part through trying times. I organized a few “roundtables” for our season
ticketholders that gave them an awesome opportunity to Zoom chat with Knicks alumni. We
worked with Garden of Dreams (MSG’s charitable foundation) to get current players to reach
out and speak virtually with some of their younger fans. The hardest part about putting things
like this together is that you’re no longer with the players. Usually when these things are
organized, we’re all in our training center together, but with everyone home quarantining it was
difficult to get on the same page with some of these players.
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The company honestly understood their financial struggles, but our fans were struggling
more and those were the people that we would eventually need when our business plan went
back to normal.
It’s hard to say what we should have done differently because our failures were in
preparation. I wish we could have been more prepared for these circumstances, but when
something happens that you’ve never encountered before there’s no plan in place. You’ve just
got to take it day-by-day.
Key Findings
•

The COVID-19 pandemic altered the workflow and day-to-day responsibilities of a
sports publicist.

•

Employees were highly valued, but due to finances layoffs were common.

•

Using social media, fan engagement was a main PR focus.

•

Top goal was to find a way to bring back fans; in order to bring back a normal revenue
stream.
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CONCLUSION
The purpose of this research was to analyze the different ways the COVID-19 pandemic
impacted the sports industry from a public relations standpoint. To find ways in which sports
publicists had to adapt to a new environment at a time with no sporting events. As well as
discuss whether they were able to positively impact their community during a time of need. We
examined COVID-19’s impact on the sports industry from both a public relations and financial
standpoint. We looked at what protocols needed to be in place for fans to be able to attends
events and how organizations changed operationally.
We hypothesize that the COVID-19 pandemic improved future sports public relations by
creating a new challenge. We also drew that the sports industries community impact was only
considered positive when hands-on or financial assistance was utilized. For example, the New
York Yankees organization took the time to assist their community and portray their impact on
Twitter, which led to positive feedback from their fan base. Based on findings, the pandemic
significantly changed the workflow and day-to-day responsibilities of sports publicists. The key
tactics for sports publicists went from building revenue to producing fan engagement and
searching for opportunities to bring fans back into their venues. Organizations placed a high
value on their corporate employees but weren’t always able to keep them on staff due to financial
restrictions. Through social media data, we learned that fan sentiment became negative when an
organization exhibited limited hands-on support for its fans and community. This is important for
publicists because moving forward COVID-19 will always have an impact on their work
environment. It’s valuable for sports organizations to understand how and why they should be
reaching their fan base.
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